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My teaching pet peeve:  When students/residents write as a plan: 

CCM. Continuing current management is not an articulated plan.  

The best advice I received:  Do not send consults in the mail. Pick up the damn phone 

and talk to your colleagues.  

My most memorable teaching moment:  A resident, upon feedback for the rotation 

said, "The rotation with you was like having a colonoscopy... very uncomfortable, but 

necessary..."  

I started teaching because: I was taught facts that were not presented in a way that I 

could understand the clinical implications. They were random facts. The physiologists 

could not give good examples, and the clinicians could not sufficiently explain the 

physiology. It was a dichotomy of facts and theory.  

My favourite part of teaching is: when students and residents teach me what they have 

learned. I get to sit down and they get to explain what they have learned with diagrams 

and theory. It is wonderful to see them learn the subject and impart their new 

knowledge. 

My favourite thing to teach (& why):  Fluids. Everyone orders IV fluids, but not one 

resident or student has accurately described the contents of the fluids and electrolytes in 

them. It is a simple concept that is not taught well.  

The best/worst teacher I ever had:  None. Even the "worst" teacher I had, came up 

with a great truth.... "You have constipation of thought and diarrhea of expression. 

Learn to write with economy of words."  

Star Trek or Star Wars?  Star Wars, of course. Nothing campy here with Star Wars. If 

I had to watch the pedantic dialogue of Captain Kirk (Shatner), I think I'd end up in ER 

from slit wrists.  

If I could choose one superpower it would be: to fly and be faster than light.  

The biggest obstacle to teaching/learning: is when people do not prepare for the 

rotation ahead of time and start reading DURING the rotation.  

My inspiration for teaching:  Mahatma Gandhi and Lady Diana, the latter whom I met 

as a 13 year old. We had a 15 minute conversation and our picture together. I also had a 

20 minute conversation with Queen Elizabeth as an 8 year old and what a fascinating 

conversation it was... about chlorophyll and bees and gardens.  
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Faculty Development thanks our teachers for their dedication to teaching, and for sharing their stories with us.   
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